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 We'll help you get there...” Learn more…
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            	Meet Adrian Cashmore, our new Regional Master Franchisee for Wellington

							
					Please extend a warm welcome to Adrian and Kylie Cashmore, Wellington’s new Regional Master Franchisees. Adrian will be a familiar face to many, having played rugby for the Auckland Blues, Chiefs and All Blacks. His rugby days might be over, but Adrian’s time with CrestClean is only just kicking off.
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        			    Viky and Nileshna score a hat-trick with...   
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							CrestClean’s Viky and Nileshna Narayan are back in the spotlight, having won ‘Regional Master Franchisee of the Year’ at the Westpac New Zealand Franchise Awards for the third time. The prestigious award was presented at a gala dinner in Auckland on Saturday 11th November and recognises excellence in growing and
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        			    Meet Tony Hickling, our new Northland Re...   
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							Please join us in welcoming Tony Hickling, our new Regional Manager for the Northland region. Tony joins CrestClean with 16 years’ experience in the cleaning industry, having previously worked in national sales roles for 3M and Kemsol, where he looked after large customers and distribution partners. “So, I was well
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        			    Hawke’s Bay couple win NZ Franchis...   
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							CrestClean Napier franchisees Royce and Hannah Park have won ‘Franchisee of the Year — Business to Business’ at the Westpac New Zealand Franchise Awards. This prestigious award was presented at a gala dinner in Auckland on Saturday night and recognises excellence in growing and running a franchise business. CrestClean Managing Director
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        			    CrestClean celebrates double success at ...   
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							CrestClean is excited to have scooped two major awards at the Westpac New Zealand Franchise Awards. ‘Regional Master Franchisee of the Year’ was awarded to Viky and Nileshna Narayan, while Royce and Hannah Park won ‘Franchisee of the Year — Business to Business’. The prestigious awards were presented at a
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        			    Riding the crest of the wave in Tauranga...   
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							A wave of green and blue uniforms is sweeping through Tauranga and Whakatāne, with it tipped to be CrestClean’s number one growth region in the coming year. “The region has experienced 17 per cent growth over the last year and is very close to being the largest region in New
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        			    Honouring excellence and long service at...   
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							Long service, exceptional customer care and excellence were all celebrated at CrestClean’s Christchurch Regional Team Meeting. Held at the Hornby Club, Christchurch, it was attended by more than 80 franchisees who enjoyed catching up and celebrating each other’s successes. Notable awards were Christchurch South Franchise of the Year, which went
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        			    The name’s Crest… CrestClean   
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							If you had passed by this impressive line-up of Bentleys outside CrestClean’s Auckland office, you could be forgiven for thinking you had stepped into a Bond movie. The luxury vehicles, ranging in age from the 1930s to the 2000s, were parked up, ready to embark on the New Zealand Rolls
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        			    Mayfair School floored by sparkling resu...   
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							The hall at Mayfair School in Hastings is “blinging’ after CrestClean franchisees used the space to learn the fine art of Hard Floor Care. Gagandeep Sidhu, Jeewan Kumar, Indica Karaitiana, Ganesh Mudliar and Bidur Karki are now specialists in the trade, after completing training with CrestClean’s Master Cleaners Training Institute.
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        			    CrestClean in a class of its own when it...   
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							Ormiston Junior College in Auckland is light, bright, modern and… has a lot of windows! To help maintain a clean, positive learning environment, every window in the school is cleaned quarterly by CrestClean, using its Pure Water Window Cleaning system. The environmentally responsible, chemical-free method uses high-tech water filtration, which
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        			    Local MP says CrestClean are “legends�...   
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							“What a bunch of legends!” That’s how Rangitata MP James Meager described CrestClean, after meeting franchisees at Bluestone School in Timaru. CrestClean’s South Canterbury Regional Master Franchisee, Rob Glenie, and franchisees Kiran Kaur and Randeep Singh were at Bluestone to celebrate their seven-year relationship with the school, when the local
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        			    NZ’s largest commercial window company...   
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							As a company that specialises in glass, it’s important that Thermosash Commercial’s Head Office in Auckland is gleaming to perfection. So, when the commercial window and curtainwall company moved into a newly refurbished building, they needed a cleaner who was up to the job. With the move across town, they
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        			    Welcome to our new franchisees in the so...   
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							Congratulations to our new franchisees and their employees in Queenstown Lakes and Central Otago, who have completed their Module 1 training. Pictured with Regional Master Franchisee Danny Mastroianni are, back, from left, Krunal Gandhi, Raymond Calimlim, Leilanie Calimlim, Neeti Thapa, Manju Tamang, Sanjeev Bohara, Roshan Thapa and Ranju Karki, and
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            Crest Commercial Cleaning Ltd

P O Box 740
 Dunedin 9054
 New Zealand
 Telephone: +64-3-477 1126
 Email: service@crestclean.co.nz

Contact Us | Privacy Policy | Sitemap



            

            
            For more information and all enquiries

Call 
0800 273 780

Copyright 2024 Crest Commercial Cleaning Ltd - All Rights Reserved.
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                   Customer Care

                   Visit our customer website to get a cleaning quote.
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                   CrestTalk, Product Ordering and Resources.
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